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All sources used to draft the report can be found here. Report drafted by Siran Cheng on
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Composition of the HRC

Vote on Draft Resolution A/HRC/48/L.23/Rev.1 – “The human right to a safe, clean,
healthy and sustainable environment” – Costa Rica, Maldives, Morocco, Slovenia,
Switzerland ADOPTED

43 YES
0 NO
4 ABSTENTIONS

AMENDMENT A/HRC/48/L.29 WITHDRAWMN

AMENDMENT A/HRC/48/L.30 WITHDRAWN

AMENDMENT A/HRC/48/L.33 REJECTED

3 YES
27 NO
13 ABSTENTIONS

AMENDMENT A/HRC/48/L.34 REJECTED

4 YES
30 NO
9 ABSTENTIONS

AMENDMENT A/HRC/48/L.35 REJECTED

3 YES
30 NO
10 ABSTENTIONS

AMENDMENT A/HRC/48/L.36 REJECTED

4 YES
27 NO
12 ABSTENTIONS

AMENDMENT A/HRC/48/L.37 REJECTED
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3 YES
26 NO
14 ABSTENTIONS

AMENDMENT A/HRC/48/L.38 REJECTED

3 YES
30 NO
10 ABSTENTIONS

AMENDMENT A/HRC/48/L.39 REJECTED

3 YES
30 NO
10 ABSTENTIONS

AMENDMENT A/HRC/48/L.40 REJECTED

4 YES
26 NO
13 ABSTENTIONS

AMENDMENT A/HRC/48/L.41 REJECTED

4 YES
26 NO
13 ABSTENTIONS

AMENDMENT A/HRC/48/L.42 REJECTED

3 YES
28 NO
12 ABSTENTIONS

VOTES ON DRAFT RESOLUTIONS UNDER AGENDA ITEM 3: Promotion and
protection of all human rights, civil, political, economic, social and cultural rights, including
the right to development – Costa Rica, Ms. Catalina Devandas Aguilar (Introduction
L.23/Rev.1)

Remarks of their votes

Brazil, Mr. Tovar da Silva Nunes (L.23/Rev.1) supports the universal recognition of right to
clean, healthy and sustainable environment.

Russian Federation, Mr. Yaroslav Eremin (Introduction L.33-L.42) state that the initiative of
itself is against the Russian proposal for the approach of discussion. Every subdivision of the
UN is established for a reason. Overloading the council with the matters of the environment



ignores the fact that the council does not have a mandate in this area. Russia requests for a
recorded vote. Russia will abstain.

Mexico, Ms. Erika Gabriela Martínez Liévano has withdrawn its co-sponsorship and Mexico
reaffirms that everyone has a right to a safe and clean environment.

Uruguay, Ms. María Alejandra Costa Prieto

Republic of Korea, Ms. Yu Jin Nam

Germany, Mr. Ralf Schröer

Namibia, Ms. Julia Imene-Chanduru

Fiji, Mr. Anare Leweniqila

Italy, Mr. Gian Lorenzo Cornado

Philippines, Ms. Majella Cristy U. Pua-Diezmos

Germany, Mr. Ralf Schröer (L.33)

Pakistan, Mr. Khalil ur Rahman Hashmi thanks the core group and hope that the political
affirmation by the council will further galvanize the effects of negative climate change.
Pakistan will vote yes.

Japan, Mr. Taguchi Kazuho expresses gratitude for the core group. The environmental right
is ambiguous as our legal concepts. Japan will not fully support this resolution and will
abstain.

Poland, Mr. Zbigniew Czech thanks the members of the core group. Questions about
potential legal implications. Poland do not have time to analyze and consult the latest changes
in the report. Poland will vote in favor.

Marshall Islands, Mr. Samuel K. Jr. Lanwi withdrew its co-sponsorship. Small island states
are most vulnerable, although least contributing to the climate challenge.

Indonesia, Mr. Bonanza Perwira Taihitu hope that the draft resolution unties this council and
gains more support. Indonesia will vote in favor.

China, Mr. Jiang Duan state that a sound environment is a necessity. China state that some
parts of the resolution have shortcomings. China will abstain from voting.

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, Ms. Rita French state that UK is
committed to the resolutions of COP25. The UK is concerned of environmental degradation
for human rights. The UK will vote in favor.



43 YES
5 ABSTENTIONS
0 NO

Ms. Nazhat Shameem Khan, President of the Human Rights Council ADOPTION

 
Vote on Draft Resolution A/HRC/48/L.26/Rev.1 - "Human rights implications of the
COVID-19 pandemic on young people" - Uzbekistan, Côte d'Ivoire, Egypt, El Salvador,
Greece, Italy, Morocco, Philippines, Portugal, Republic of Moldova, Tunisia ADOPTED
(without a vote) Votes on Draft Resolutions under Agenda Item 3: Promotion and
protection of all human rights, civil, political, economic, social and cultural rights, including
the right to development

El Salvador, Mr. Joaquín Alexander Maza Martelli introduced the draft resolution

Uzbekistan, Mr. Ulugbek Lapasov state that the pandemic has exacerbated the human rights
situations around the world, in particular women and girls.

Russian Federation, Ms. Guzal Khusanova disassociate itself from paragraph 4 on the draft
resolution.

Ms. Nazhat Shameem Khan, President of the Human Rights Council ADOPTED without
a vote



 
Vote on Draft Resolution A/HRC/48/L.22 - "Human rights and indigenous peoples" -
Mexico, Guatemala ADOPTED (without a vote) Votes on Draft Resolutions under
Agenda Item 3: Promotion and protection of all human rights, civil, political, economic,
social and cultural rights, including the right to development

Guatemala, Ms. Carla María Rodriguez Mancia (Introduction) seeks to bolster the protection
and rights of indigenous people around the world.

Mexico, Ms. Erika Gabriela Martínez Liévano (Introduction) draft resolution also include the
full participation of indigenous people.

Indonesia, Mr. Bonanza Perwira Taihitu has faithfully supported the indigenous people’s
resolutions. The concept of indigenous people is not applicable in the Indonesian context.
Indonesia supports the council’s work to recognize the rights of indigenous people and join
the consensus.

Philippines, Ms. Majella Pua-Diezmos supports all UN efforts to enhance the rights of
indigenous people.

Ukraine, Ms. Yevheniia Filipenko state that need for human right policies needs to be
enhanced. Ukraine supports resolution L. 22.

Russian Federation, Ms. Guzal Khusanova made constructive proposals to the resolutions,
but the authors turned this seminar into a broader discussion on indigenous people.

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, Ms. Rita French welcomes
countries with large population of indigenous people with jurisdictions to protect their rights.

Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of), Mr. Manuel Enrique García Andueza state that it is
important to respect the cultural diversity of indigenous people. Venezuela faces economic
blockage, but till protect the rights of their indigenous people. ICMs impedes Venezuela’s
protection of indigenous people.

Ms. Nazhat Shameem Khan, President of the Human Rights Council ADOPTED without
a vote.

Vote on Draft Resolution A/HRC/48/L.18  "The right to development" Azerbaijan (on
behalf of the Movement of Non-Aligned Countries) ADOPTED

29 YES
13 NO
5 ABSTENTIONS

Votes on Draft Resolutions under Agenda Item 3: Promotion and protection of all
human rights, civil, political, economic, social and cultural rights, including the right to
development



Azerbaijan (on behalf of NAM), Mr. Shahriyar Hajiyev (Introduction) highlights that the
heads of the state of the nonaligned movement voted to recognize the right to development as
a human right. The pandemic has affected the right to development. They call on council
members to support the draft resolution.

Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of), Mr. Héctor Constant Rosales expresses its support to
the draft report. Enjoying other human rights is impossible without recognizing the right to
development.

Marshall Islands, Mr. Samuel K. Jr. Lanwi state that the use of greenhouse gases is
degradation for the environment. The Marshall is facing many challenges. Development must
facilitate climate adaptations and resilience.

India, Mr. Pawankumar Tulshidas Badhe the right of development is a fundamental human
right. At national level, countries have the responsibility to realize the right of development.
The draft resolution calls upon all states to realize the right of development.

Austria (on behalf of EU), Ms. Elisabeth Tichy-Fisslberger emphasizes that the realization
of the right to development is owned by the states to their citizens. Human right, democracy
and rule of law is prerequisite to a sustainable development. The EU opposes any legal
binding requirement in a draft resolution. EU cannot accept more allocation and will vote
against it.

Armenia, Mr. Andranik Hovhannisyan has been voting in favor for the right of
development. Everyone has the right to pursuit their economic and cultural development. All
constructive criticism was ignored by Azerbaijan. Armenia will abstain from voting.

Mexico, Ms. Erika Gabriela Martínez Liévano state that Mexico has supported multilateral
initiatives. The best way to guarantee the right to development, insisting to develop a LBI
only seeks financial and human resources. Mexico must objectively assess the matter.

Uruguay, Ms. María Alejandra Costa Prieto state their reservations of a LBI. The
international community has the declaration of the right to development. The development
agenda related via Agenda 2030, understands that the efforts of states are making and there
should be not duplication of it. Uruguay will abstain from voting.

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, Ms. Rita French is fully
committed to fulfillment of human rights. The UK do not support resolution L18. The
language used in the draft resolution state that development is a prerequisite for the
enjoyment of human right. The right of development is guaranteed by the state. Legal binding
instrument is of concern, as it is not the most appropriate mechanism.

France, Mr. Lucas Froment state that the concept of development, unlike the report
drafters, that human rights are also a means to attain sustainable development. France will
vote against the draft resolution.

Ms. Nazhat Shameem Khan, President of the Human Rights Council (Adoption)




